Convocation

On Monday, April 17, Providence College conferred an Honorary Doctorate of Religious Studies on the Most Reverend Louis E. Gelineau, Bishop of Providence. A special open convocation was held in the Multi-Purpose Room of the College Union. The Providence College Glee Club sang two choruses from Bach, following the invocation by the College Chaplain, Rev. Paul J. Walsh, O.P. The Very Reverend Thomas R. Peterson, O.P., president of the College extended the greetings. Echasing Fr. Walsh’s statement that Bishop Gelineau is a “man of hope”, Fr. Peterson said, “by conferring this degree upon Bishop Gelineau we recognize him as a teacher to all of God’s promise of love.”

Prior to the conferring of the degree, Mrs. Juliette Gelineau, the Bishop’s mother was made an honorary coed” of Providence College, and was presented with flowers by Miss Susan Eagan, the President of the Aquinas Durn Counci.

The Degree was conferred by the Very Reverend Kenneth C. Sullivan, O.P., Chairman of the Providence College Corporation, and the citation was read by Paul Van K. Thomas, Ph. D., the Vice President for Academic Affairs. It stated, in part that Bishop Gelineau had “captured the true meaning of hope and brought it to Rhode Island. To the young you bring an open mind; to the poor, you bring the wealth of the gospel, ...and to all, God’s counsel and protection.”

In delivering the Convocation Address, the Bishop cited the various duties of a bishop, as outlined by the Constitution of Vatican II. “The church of Providence as well as the church of Boston and Burlington, reflect in microcosm the world church”.

In closing, the Bishop restated his firm desire to become the servant of all in the diocese.

Following the convocation, there was a reception in the College Union.

Stop The Bombing

The following letter has been sent to President Richard M. Nixoa, President of Providence College, by Ed Kelly and Jack Donahue — Congress and the Student Body at Providence College.

The first point was to unify all of the student organizations on campus in order to provide the most effective leadership possible for the Student Body. In order to accomplish this a Council has been announced that will have as its members the Presidents and Treasurers of the Student Congress, Board of Governors, Cardinal and Dillon Clubs, Editor of the Cowl and an appointed member of the editor, and two representatives from W.D.O.M. It is hoped that these people will be able to work together as a uniform group to solve many problems presently found on campus. This is a new idea and we are optimistic toward its effectiveness.

Secondly, the Executive Board has expressed its promise to exercise and enforce the Student Constitution and by-laws. Without the cooperation of the Executive Board the work of the Student Congress will be impossible.

Thirdly, the Board hopes to increase lines of communication between the Congress and the students. This article is one phase of this program. We hope also, to have a glass case put outside the Congress Office (Rm. 214 in the College Union), in which will be shown all bills passed by the Congress and announcements of that body which are important to the students. We invite all students to our meetings which are ordinarily held on Monday nights at 7 p.m. Meeting times and places will be posted outside the Congress Office from now on.

The last point of the Statement of Purpose was to invite all factions of the College i.e. Students, Faculty, Administration and Alumni, to make Providence College a true community. The Revolution is held at this center of the 204 buildings. It is the only route to this goal. We are optimistic toward its success.

We are all well aware that it is necessary to find an equitable and honorable solution to the war in a manner that assures the protection of our armed forces still in Vietnam and guarantees the release of all prisoners of war. Serious negotiations can be resumed and made meaningful.
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New Congress

by Ed Kelly and Jack Donahue —

In an effort to increase communication between the Student Congress and the Student Body at large, Jack Donahue (Vice President of the Student Congress) and myself have asked the Cowl for permission to write weekly articles in the newspaper. I'd like to thank Bernie McKay for his use of your office to reopen the Paris construction Company of Providence.

In past years the Student Congress has allowed itself to become an organization that was, more or less, separated from the Student Body as a special group of students who met every Monday night to pass legislation concerning the school. It is the sincere hope of this year's Executive Board to bring the Congress out of its shell into the full view of everyone on campus. We invite and need your criticism and especially your participation in the upcoming year. As the only legislative body of the students at Providence College, there is a great deal of potential in the Student Congress, to be able to help the students. We are merely asking that you have faith in us and come to us with any problem you may have.

Last Monday night the Executive Board of the Congress set forth its Statement of Purpose. The statement was, by necessity, vague but extremely workable.

Libarary Recognized

by Anne Manchester

In this year’s competition, the Providence College library was recently awarded an “outstanding” buildings in campus award from the Library Buildings Award Program, from the Library Buildings Award Program. This program, under the auspices of the American Institute of Architecture and the American Library Association and National Book Committee, is conducted annually and considered one of the most prestigious architectural competition for libraries in the country. Sharing the P.C.I. award with F.C. is the Bradley Hill library, organization and a member jury consisting of two architects, three librarians and two other representatives of the National Association of Architectural and an architectural student, unanimously voted. The jury commented that it was “an enthusiastic choice for the Honor Award.” They noted that the building was “unusually well organized for its size” and that the design plan is commendable.” They were also impressed with the “spacious arrangement of the stack grouping and the relationship of stacks to study and reading areas.” This feature was along with the “scale of structure and use of color.” The most outstanding qualities that the judges carefully considered was that “the expression of the structural system, choice of materials and the integration of the mechanical systems are very well handled and not jarring.” These factors enabled the jury to make an easy decision.

The P.C.I. Library was completed in 1968 with the total cost standing at $3,350,000 and houses 500,000 volumes. Kenneth DeMay of Sasaki, Dawson and DeMay Associates, Watertown, Mass. was the designer of the project winning building. Plans were carried out by the Dimoe Construction Company of Providence.
Dear Sir:

We, of the Musical Talent Development Committee of the Adult Correctional Institution, and being inmates here, we would like to take this opportunity to say we deeply appreciate your help in our music program.

We are thankful that the students who are involved in the student congress are doing their ‘thing’ and we inmates here at the A.C.I. hope that they continue doing so. Once again we would like to say “thank you” for your donation towards our recently founded music program.

The staff of the Student Congress are doing their ‘thing’ and we inmates here at the A.C.I. hope that they continue doing so.

We are thankful that the students who are involved in the student congress are perceptive enough to realize that music is a part of rehabilitation.

If we, inmates of the A.C.I. can dig where the students on the Student Congress are coming from, we are quite sure you students of Providence College should be able to pick up on it.

The Musical Talent Development Committee of the Adult Correctional Institution

P.O. Box 114
Howard, R.I. 02834

Chairman — Howard Tate
Co-Chairman — James Barnes
Secretary — Ernest Holdie
Treasurer — Sister Mary William
Music Advisor — Roy Bruna Jr.
Music Advisor — Mark Ray
Music Advisor — Nat “Dawd” Geter

Master of Ceremonies was Brother Kenyatta Prout. Our Vice-president, Brother Wallace Holman spoke out on Youth Guidance.

Brothers and sisters were wearing eye-catching outfits. Dashiiks were at a maximum! The American Society was entertained by the brothers of the band. They were really together with their soulful sounds. (There has been talk that the first A.A.S. band was better, but since I appeared with both of the bands, I personally think this one has much more potential, and they certainly proved how good they were by “Kicking some out-a-site tunes.”)

On lead guitar was Mark Ray; Fender Bass, Jimmy Barrese (who has an ambitious flair for his instrument); Keven Vines on drums (who has since been released) and of course myself, Alto and Tenor Saxophones, Roy Brunas, Jr. (If I have to say so, he is an outstanding musician.) Also playing, was Brother Nat (Dawud Hassan) Geter on Tenor Sax. (He is the band’s soulful inspiration; without him there is emptiness!)

Just as all good things must come to an end, so did our banquet, and although we didn’t draw the crowd of people we expected, everyone there, I believe, had a “rightness” evening.

Brother Roy Brunas, Jr. for the Afro-American Society.

Music Letter

Dear Editor:

On the night of February 6, 1972, the Afro-American Society of A.C.I. gave a semi-annual catered banquet. Its main purpose was to raise funds for the organization and to “wisen” the community of our goals we have yet to achieve.

Instead of having outside speakers, we changed it so that “brothers” could do their own thing. Our president, Brother Hurley X. Turner, (also a Muslim minister), Brother Hakema Paulin, (editor of A.A.S. newspaper), and Brother Julio Costa, (active member, liaison officer, and Correctional Officer), all spoke out on the Legislative Forum, to introduce bills concerning “black brothers that are unfortunately incarcerated here at the A.C.I.”

The Lion In Winter

April 21st and 22nd saw the Union’s Multi-Purpose Room used as the setting for the supreme Fine Arts Production of The Lion In Winter by James Goldman. The crown of the performance belongs to Katie Carroll for her portrayal of Eleanor, Henry’s wife. She delivered her magnificent ability with the consistency of Glenda Jackson, the wit of Kathryn Hepburn, and the diction of Bette Davis. Stephen Fanning as Henry was convincing and enlightening and he displayed a wide range of calibre of off-Broadway. And in case any of the viewers want to know how it really came out, Richard became Kind of England but was killed on a Crusade. John succeeded him and eventually became the famed John of Rumsmeade who signed the Magna Carta. Geoffrey had died during one of the first Crusades.

David Parrish
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Blood Will Have Blood

**Hennedy Review:**

**MACBETH**

Borren Polanski's screen version of Shakespeare's Macbeth, though not perfect, is a monumental work that transcends the boundaries of its source. Generally impressive are the sets, the lighting of the scenes, the carefully observed decor of the period, and the costumes. The performances are uniformly good, with the exception of Mrs. Polanski's portrayal of Lady Macbeth. Her interpretation is far too melodramatic, lacking the subtlety of the character in Shakespeare's work. However, the overall effect is one of power and menace, a retelling of the timeless story of ambition and the consequences of its pursuit.

**The Bell Jar**

Esther Greenwood in Sylvia Plath's novel is a typical American college student, a straight-A student at Smith College, and a successful writer who is about to publish her first novel. However, her success is short-lived, and she suffers a nervous breakdown after being rejected by a poet she was in love with. The novel explores her descent into madness and her eventual recovery, as well as her experiences as a mental patient. The Bell Jar is a powerful story of the struggle against mental illness and the importance of personal identity and self-discovery.

**Oakland Beach Deserted**

Sandloons dart in and out of footprints worn by the feet of a ship that is at anchor. We see a fisherman fishing, a man at a beach house, and a woman looking at the sand. The beach is deserted, and the sound of waves and birds fills the air. It is a peaceful scene, with a sense of tranquility and solitude. The beauty of the natural world is highlighted, and the viewer is left with a sense of wonder and awe.

**Poets Corner**

The Way the Wind Bents the Tree, You Could Bear a Ship Creeping

This line from a poem by J.C. Osborne describes a serene and tranquil beach scene. The wind bends the trees, and the tide brings gentle waves. The sky is clear, and the sea is calm. The poet's words evoke a sense of peace and tranquility, and the image of the ship creeping along the water is both soothing and evocative. The scene is a perfect representation of the beauty and serenity of nature, and the power of poetry to capture its essence.

**The Captain Dreams**

The captain dreams of sailing his ship through the waves, with the sound of the wind in his ears and the smell of the sea on his nose. He sees himself as a great sailor, able to weather any storm and navigate any danger. The dream is both a reflection of his personality and a symbol of his hope and determination. The dream is also a source of comfort and inspiration, reminding the captain of his ability to overcome any obstacle and achieve his goals.
Why We Need Senator Pell.

A few weeks ago, the Cowl editorialized on the race between Senator Claiborne Pell, and his likely 1972 opponent, Secretary of the Navy John H. Chafee. At that time we stated that we would look at this topic again soon. Today the Cowl takes the unusual step of making an endorsement in a political contest, but we feel that this particular contest is, in itself, unusual. For reasons we will go into here, the Cowl today endorses the candidacy of Senator Claiborne Pell for re-election to the United States Senate. Pell, we feel, has earned the support of the people of this state, and, in particular, the academic community — and, specifically, young people.

On April 17, a meeting was held at Pell’s home on Lodge Road in Newport, off Ocean Drive, of college editors from around the state. The meeting was called for a backgrounder regarding the Senator’s multi-million Higher Education bill which is now in Senate-House Conference. Pell, as Chairman of the Senate Subcommittee on Education, is the key Senate force in almost every piece of Education legislation. The Senator also discussed his new book, advance copies of which were sent to the editors, entitled “POWER AND POLICY”, a study of American foreign policy. (Pell is a member of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee.)

In his two terms in the U. S. Senate (he is now serving in the twelfth year of those two terms), Claiborne Pell has been vigorously opposed to America’s involvement in Indochina. As with almost every Senator, including George McGovern, Pell voted for the Tonkin Gulf Resolution, however, in 1966, along with Senators such as Robert Kennedy, Eugene McCarthy, and McGovern, Pell began to speak out on a war which he considers for banning Nuclear Weapons from the sea beds, and that plan is for personal reasons, Bernard McKay, Editor-in-Chief, William Sullivan, Executive Editor, Chris Valauri, Associate Editor, and Mike Zukauskas, Business Manager, have resigned their respective positions. To all of them, who have given to The Cowl hours of work, and, in many cases, new vitality, we give much praise and thanks. To Bernie and Mike, in particular, we must give recognition for their assistance in making the transition from one staff to another, under the circumstances, a smooth one.

As of this publication, the remaining editors on Bernle’s staff have chosen to continue at their respective positions, at least until the end of the year. It is to them, Joseph Osborne, Assistant Editor, Pat Lynn Slonina, Assistant News Editor, Karen Ignagni, Managing Editor, Tracy Page, Photography Editor, Roman Paccquette, Circulation Editor, Joseph Curuolo, Sports Editor, that we look for continued assistance.

Despite our limited staff, The Cowl will continue to provide Providence College with the type of innovative, investigative and professional journalism that this campus needs.

Unity of objectives among student organizations has been the keynote of the philosophies of both President Ed Kelly’s and President Neil Cullinen’s administrations. We wholeheartedly support their positions.

Unity of student organizations, however, is not enough. In our judgment, unity among all factions of the Providence College Community, that is, the Corporation, the Administration, the faculty, the alumni, along with the students, is an objective which must be on everyone’s agenda.

The Cowl is the best link between all those elements. The Cowl is no longer only a student newspaper. The Cowl is the college newspaper. We accept this new responsibility, and eagerly await responses from every segment of the community.

Denis Kelly

THE COWL
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Night Cowl

by Gil Woodside and Ralph Capuano

Many evening students have asked what is the Evening School Association (ESA)? Well to this is the question what is its function? To try and give a complete summary of our activities would take a column three times this size, but we can give the reader a general outline of who we are and what we do.

The Evening School Association was formed in March 1971 by a group of influential students who felt that the evening school student was as much a part of the college community as the day student. Out of this idea came the college community as the evening school was formed. The Association was made up of students working for formal realization that each evening student on campus should have formalized representation within the administration.

Working closely with the faculty and administration giant steps have been made since our inception. We now have two students on the school curriculum committee to insure that the evening student voice is heard regarding any change in curriculum. The Association was responsible for the night school credit requirement being lowered from 120 to 108, for dropping the number of credits required for lowering the number of credits from 120 to 108, for dropping the night school in return for a country experience of hard work. If your first twenty years were spent preparing for the future, here's an opportunity to make use of that preparation. We offer a first-hand experience in what you've heard and read about.

The Evening School Association is the whole night school student body. It must be remembered though that things would have not come to pass if we did not have your active support. Keep up.

The Providence College Evening School Association would like to thank the staff of the Cowl and WDOM for their help and consideration, without which this column and or weekly radio program "encounter" would not have been possible.

Congratulations to coach Gavit and the Friars on an impressive winning season.

* * *

Be sure to tune in to WDOM Sunday night at 5:30 (right after the news) for encounters first program. The programs guest will be Doc Forrow, Assistant Dean for the Continuing School of Education.

Rudy, your peas are getting cold!!!

Everybody’s Gone

By Gene Gousie

Recently, four influential members (the controlling influences, that is) of the school newspaper staff resigned. Three of these resignations were shrouded in secrecy, and explanations are apparently not forthcoming. Being ever in search of truth, I sought out the newly resigned editors in hopes of obtaining the information surrounding these mysterious events which should be known by the rest of the college community. The result of my endeavors is the ensuing conversation.

"I hear, Ed, that you have resigned from the Cowl. "From the what?!"

"The Cowl. You know, the student newspaper."

"Oh ya, I never did get that name straight. That certainly is a strange name.

"Why was it you resigned from the newspaper staff?"

"Because that was the only staff I could resign from. I wasn’t on any other staff."

"Did you resign of your own free will?"

"Sure, why not?"

"Why?"

"Well, basically, there were two reasons. First, whoever runs the piped-in music system wouldn’t play the top 40 moldy-oldy radio station I requested. Instead, they continued playing the hard rock they always meant my mind with. The second reason I forget."

"What do you plan to do now?"

"Take a nap."

"Will you continue writing for the Cowl?"

"Is that what I did in the past?"

"I think so.

"Well, then, I think so. Actually, I should step writing. By doing so, I could probably pick up a much larger and more responsive audience."

"Do you think the Cowl will suffer as a result of your resignation?"

"They haven’t lost an editor, they’ve gained an empty desk.”
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"They haven’t lost an editor, they’ve gained an empty desk.”
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"Do you think the Cowl will suffer as a result of your resignation?"
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If you don’t tell us what you want, we’ll get what we want.

Paint Yourself A Bright Future with Northwestern Mutual

See Don or Leo Lapiere

54 Custom House St.

Prov., R.I. 331-8300

YOU PAY FOR IT, YOU CHOOSE IT.

The Major Events Committee is starting a new year.

Your money is funding it, and we want you to tell us what to do with it. During the past year there’s been too much complaining, and a lot of waste of good talent. If you want to have a group play here, or if you have any suggestions, tell us about them. Drop a note in P.O. Box 573. The sooner the better.

LIVING INSURANCE...

SK THE MAN FROM QUITABLE!

The Equitable Wm. C. (Bill) GELBERG, REPRESENTATIVE

196 DYER ST., PROV., R.I. 02903

The Equitable Life Assurance Society

421-1274
Behind The Scene Photos

Photos by Rick Parsons, "H"
Scenes at P.C.
Interview:

Major Philip W. Noel

Last week the Cowl was fortunate to be granted an interview with Mayor Philip W. Noel, the Democratic candidate for Governor. The interview was conducted with Mayor Noel in his office in the City Hall. The following is a transcript of that interview.

Cowl: Have you been involved in local politics before? Noel: I haven't publicly stated a position yet. I will prior to the Rhode Island Democratic Primary of May 29. One of the reasons I did not become involved at the time that they were selecting delegates and alternates is that I didn't have that much time. It was very established for the election of those delegates and alternates. (The law states that the names on the ballot for delegate positions for a candidate are not officially approved until after the delegate positions have been filled.)

Cowl: You have, however, taken on some responsibility in your role as Chairman of the Rhode Island State House of Representatives. Noel: Yes, I have. I have been involved in the decision-making process of that body, and I have been a member of the Appropriations Committee. The House of Representatives is responsible for the allocation of funds to the various state departments and agencies. I have been involved in the budgetary process, and I have been a member of the Ways and Means Committee, which is responsible for the development of the state budget.

Cowl: Can you tell us about your role in the budgetary process? Noel: I have been a member of the Ways and Means Committee, which is responsible for the development of the state budget. The committee is responsible for reviewing and approving the budget submitted by the Governor, and it is also responsible for making any necessary adjustments to the budget.

Cowl: What are some of the key issues that you have addressed as a member of the Ways and Means Committee? Noel: Some of the key issues that I have addressed as a member of the Ways and Means Committee include education, health care, and transportation. These are some of the most pressing issues facing the state, and they are important to the people of Rhode Island.

Cowl: What are some of your other responsibilities as a member of the Rhode Island House of Representatives? Noel: In addition to my role as Chairman of the Rhode Island State House of Representatives, I have been a member of the Appropriations Committee, which is responsible for the allocation of funds to the various state departments and agencies. I have also been a member of the Education Committee, which is responsible for developing and implementing education policies in the state.

Cowl: What are some of the challenges that you have faced as a member of the Rhode Island House of Representatives? Noel: One of the challenges that I have faced as a member of the Rhode Island House of Representatives is the need to balance the state budget, which is a complex and difficult task. The state budget must be balanced, and it must be done in a way that is fair and equitable to all citizens of the state.

Cowl: What are some of the other challenges that you have faced as a member of the Rhode Island House of Representatives? Noel: In addition to the need to balance the state budget, I have also faced the challenge of developing and implementing policies that are responsive to the needs of the people of Rhode Island. This is a difficult task, and it is one that requires a great deal of focus and attention.

Cowl: What are some of the accomplishments that you have achieved as a member of the Rhode Island House of Representatives? Noel: Some of the accomplishments that I have achieved as a member of the Rhode Island House of Representatives include the development and implementation of policies that have improved the quality of life for the people of Rhode Island. These policies include the expansion of access to health care, the improvement of education, and the expansion of transportation options.

Cowl: What are some of your plans for the future as a member of the Rhode Island House of Representatives? Noel: In the future, I plan to continue to work to improve the quality of life for the people of Rhode Island. This will require a great deal of focus and attention, but I am confident that we can achieve great things if we work together.

With Muskie in Mass.

On Wednesday, April 19, Senator Edmund S. Muskie came to New England to campaign for the Massachusetts Senate seat against Representative John Chafee of the Republican Primary of April 25. (By this time the word of this is in print, as to Massachusetts Primary returns will be). This reporter joined the Muskie Press Corps as it arrived at Logan International Airport when the Senator's private plane, a Piper Super Cub, took off from Boston, who heads up the Muskie charade state for the Chamberlain, of the Washington Network News; David Broder, there was Mayor Kevin White of the International Airport when the newspapers, and a few college stations, seemingly all the area run-down of how things stood in aides were coming and going from the few minutes while only a few plane, and about a half-dozen from foot to foot as the cold wind Muskie with a microphone, asking a question about such-and-such, and Muskie pointed toward the American Airlines hanger. The Senator, asked what he thought of theich, Muskie turned briefly to an aide, asking something, turned back the newsmen and gestured toward the hanger, whereupon the plane took off, and fell back into the small crowd. The press break was over before anyone else, proceeded into the hanger, up a flight of stairs to a windowless room on a second floor level, where several newsmen and women had already assembled, clearly set up for a news-conference. There was a Muskie poster on the front of this small room, with a Muskie poster on the front, and two Muskie blue and orange bumper-stickers. Muskie did not show up right away, taking his time to speak with White once again, probably in some adjoining room; later we learned of at least one of the matters being discussed and looked over. It was a wire service report of the attacks on American vessels in the Gulf of Tonkin off of Vietnam: it was the first report. Muskie had just talked about the attack.

News conference continued, going forward to the podium. What did the Senator think of the attack on several American ships in the Gulf of Tonkin Gulf? Well, says the Down- East Senator, there has been a steady build-up of American vessels in the Tonkin Gulf area, it was a bad mistake to do so, and the policy wrong. Of course, once the North Vietnamese attacked, Americans had every right to defend themselves, but it was a wrong, and a very, very, bad mistake put in that position. Would you include attacking North Vietnamese military and ships in the area as well as almost everyone had expected? Two months ago, Muskie had been given a 46% to 11% differential in the poll that asked of you before about at- tack the MIG bases in North Vietnam. This time the poll said McGovern 36%, Muskie 1%, a dramatic reversal. (The Sunday Globe article of April 23, 1972 showed a further change, McGovern 45%, Muskie 19%, Hubert Humphrey, 14%, could possibly pick up enough of the 8%, undecided to oustsidate Muskie — if the Becker Poll was right.)

Later we would both listen to the news conference, and off to the 57 Club, the Senator took the microphone in downtown Boston, where Muskie was scheduled to give a 7:00 cocktail party, "Yes, I will talk to the Boston faithful, at 8:00 a.m. as a press conference in the meeting of the Subcommittee on Education. Senator Claiborne Pell, who sits on the Education Committee, asked to meet with the Senator, "I'll be around town, in the afternoon to attend. The venue was Prime Rib Roast of Beef. Present were liberal Democratic Congressman Mike Harrington, State Treasurer Robert Crane, Attorney General Robert Quinn, Mayor White, of course, and a large gathering of professors. Ted Kennedy was not present. Ted Kennedy is endorsing no one for the foreseeable future. True, the Navy did invest heavily in a gadget called a maserator clarifier — which means it would pretty well clean the water, if it worked as hoped. It didn't.

In the view of many, Mr. Chafee's tenure has not been marked by great progress. When he was asked about it here at P.C., he answered, nonchalantly, "If the Navy does dump into the waters of the world — why, we just dump right here at Narraganset Bay" Massel to. I — it is not true that Mr. Chafee was undersold; he did not exactly say that he did not exactly put this particular statement in his speech. If you put a list this could create problems for him.
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Coach Amato Outlines Spring Track Season

by Gary Waugh

Robert J. Amato, in his third year as head track coach at Providence College, is interested in people—especially young people. At 48 years of age, Amato, who graduated from PC in 1962 has become a successful high school Physical Education teacher. Amato was named as head coach in 1980, which led to a cross country and track coach. In the spring season of 1972, which Amato worked with youth in a wide range of ages and has seemingly earned the respect of his Providence College track team from his students. Amato is planning and overseeing workouts, scheduling meets, recruiting new runners, and looking for new avenues of human fashion with the inexplicable motives and emotions of athletes. Amato has been the key person in the preparation of the Providence College’s track team for the outdoor season. Amato began by pointing out the difficult schedule that the Friars will face in the upcoming season: B.C. Relays, New England Championships, Eastern Championships, New England Championships and hopefully the Eastern Championships.

According to Amato, "We are going to prepare our runners for the upcoming season, this year’s outdoor and next fall’s cross-country season. By being well trained the runners will not suffer a more relaxed form of running. Even the best runner will not have a good performance if he has not done his homework in the off season. Amato’s team has cut down the number of injuries this year, he noted with regard to the team having services of Ed Travers and Mike Burke. Amato noted that the runners reaching their peak at the end of the season.

At this point I asked Mr. Amato an extremely difficult question: how will you persons fare in such stiff competition? After reflecting for a moment he exclaimed, "baring injuries, we should do extremely well." He indicated that the team had the best distance men (three-silvers) in New England and that the two-mile relay team was improving. He also noted that his sprinters will be "very fast this season.

Amato explained that the best way is to rent them between seasons. He indicated that the runners be told that between indoor and the beginning of the outdoor season a gradual one with the runners doing some training but break was planned between this year’s outdoor and next fall’s cross-country season. By "break" Coach Amato doesn’t mean a total break, but rather a more relaxed form of running. However, every runner knows that the "break" will be more than just time off.

A special question concerned the future of Providence College athletics. Amato noted that the best way is to have a full team every spring. He explained that the best way is to have a full team every spring. He explained that the best way is to have a full team every spring.

In conclusion, I found Coach Robert J. Amato, in his third year, to be an individual who really cares about his runners. Based on the results of this interview, I feel that the Friars be able to draw top rate competition this spring. Amato's team has broken into daily practice sessions. Their 3:34 was a fifth place in the sprint medley against an excellent University of Pennsylvania team. Amato noted that getting mad was the key to his training. He expressed his гарантия on this issue. Research has produced the documented proof that "break" is the best way to train. Amato noted that "break" was the best way for Amato to train. Amato noted that "break" was the best way for Amato to train. Amato noted that "break" was the best way for Amato to train.

On Monday, May 7, 1973 a remarkable race was run in the 2:54 mile relay race. Dan Duarte, Mike Kingston, Dave Quinn, Dave Cormier, Chris Murphy, and Eddie Travers set a new 2:54 mile record. The team of Dan Duarte, Mike Kingston, Dave Quinn, Dave Cormier, Chris Murphy, and Eddie Travers set a new 2:54 mile record. The team of Dan Duarte, Mike Kingston, Dave Quinn, Dave Cormier, Chris Murphy, and Eddie Travers set a new 2:54 mile record. The team of Dan Duarte, Mike Kingston, Dave Quinn, Dave Cormier, Chris Murphy, and Eddie Travers set a new 2:54 mile record.
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Rhode Island, having already won the contest, did not ease up and threw their top double team against Providence's Neilson and D'Ambra teamed up against Providence's Sullivan and Hughes and left with a convincing 6-2, 6-0 victory. Next, Chandler and Garfield united to send McNeff and Faulise in the loss column by 6-2, 6-3 scores. The final double match also went to Rhode Island, the duo of Lerba and Maskowitz over DiSaia and Collard by a margin of 6-3 and 6-1.

The loss to the Rams does not come as a surprise due to the fact that they are a very strong club, but that they also have a winning tradition behind them. In the last eight years of dual competition, Rhode Island has captured every one of those matches, except for two in the last four years. However, Rhode Island cannot afford to let the Friars get the best of them, as they are the first of four consecutive matches against Ivy League teams. The Friars have been victorious in all but one of those four matches and have a strong record against Ivy League competition. The Friars are currently ranked number one in the New England area and will be looking to maintain that position in the upcoming matches.

Golf - not the most exciting sport on campus to watch, but a sport that needs to be played to maintain the tradition of success on the links. I spoke with Mr. Prisco and discovered that he is Vice President of the New England Intercollegiate Golf Association (next year's President Elect) and Chairman of the Selection Committee for the N.C.A.A. District Representative. Such credentials support his enthusiasm for the continued improvement of the golf team in the future. "It's a question concerning this year's schedule, Mr. Prisco replied: "Obviously, we have a very tough concentrated string of matches facing us. I feel we play a schedule that is as tough as any college in the New England area."

The Friars have a very strong team, backed by a large number of talented golfers. The Friars have a strong core of talented players, including several seniors and juniors who have been on the team for several years. The Friars have a strong team culture, with a focus on teamwork and camaraderie. The Friars have a strong tradition of success, with many former Friars going on to successful careers in golf.

VARSITY GOLF
Monday, April 24, at Metacomet, South Kingstown, R.I.
Friday, April 28, Central Conn. Col. and Aluminy State Col.
Tuesday, May 2, at Holy Cross, Brown Univ.
Wednesday, May 3, at Brandeis

VARSITY TENNIS
Tuesday, April 25, at Bryant College, Providence
Saturday, April 29, at HOME, Brown College
Tuesday, May 2, at Holy Cross, Wednesday, May 3, at HOME, Assumption College

The Friars have a very strong tennis team, with a strong core of talented players. The Friars have a strong tradition of success, with many former Friars going on to successful careers in tennis.

VARSITY BASEBALL
Sunday, April 15, at Springfield
Wednesday, April 26, at HOME, Univ. of New Hampshire
Saturday, April 29, at Holy Cross
Sunday, April 30, at HOME, Hostos College
Saturday, May 5, at HOME, Brown Univ.
Wednesday, May 3, at Brandeis

The Friars have a very strong baseball team, with a strong core of talented players. The Friars have a strong tradition of success, with many former Friars going on to successful careers in baseball.
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Sophomore Tom Amanti delivers against Fairfield.

Cowlfoto by "Harrl" Harris of a four over par 75, the Univ. of Providence in the match score of 400 and Providence third with 400. Brown, the home team in this meet, exercised the option of pairing play totals instead of an all-play. As a result, Providence scores, the five lowest of the seven, were totaled and compared to the earlier two clubs performances. For the Friars, the scores were as follows: Joe LaFauci 80, Larry LaFauci 73, John Lonergan 80, Paul Murphy 76 and John Connolly 80.

In this weekend's contest, the Providence golfers swept their triangular meet with Bently and Worcester Tech by identical 5-0 scores at the Saddle Hill Country Club, while the Providence men's team posted an early 3-0 record seasonal score to date. (4-2-72). Opening the season with a newly acquired rival Lowell

The Providence College Golf team on the first tee as Coach Joseph Prisco looks on.

Cowlfoto by Joe Hitchle